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Box 1, Tape 1 
 
 
In this interview, Daniel Bradu, born in 1923 in Fantanari, Pancova village, talks about 
an incident in autumn 1941 in which several Jews from a large convoy were killed by 
Romanian soldiers and buried in a common pit.  
 
 
[01:] 00:16:00-[01:] 09:56:59 
 
He says that in 1941 he started military training that took place every Sunday; speaks 
about the fact that his trainer was a lieutenant who was a teacher in his civilian life; 
discusses this lieutenant being born to a Jewish family called Riman, but as an orphan he 
was raised by a Romanian peasant; remembers being told by his parents that they had 
seen a convoy with Jews pass by; comments on his being called the next morning; 
discusses digging a hole with a shovel and a spade along with other young men; talks 
about the pit being deep enough to reach his neck and 20 meters long; comments on the 
sick or tired Jews on the convoy to Garpar being told by Romanian soldiers to stay on 
the right side and a cart would carry them. 
 
[01:] 09:57:00-[01:] 15:09:59 
 
He recalls that he along with other young men was ordered to go up to the hill; says that 
he was around 50 meters away when he witnessed officers ordering all the Jews on the 
cart to undress; talks about the victims being thrown into the hole; speaks about the 
officers giving orders to shoot the Jews; discusses the people in the pit begging them not 
to shoot them; talks about the remaining Jews from the convoy not being able to do 
anything since they were guarded by armed soldiers; remembers that three girls and one 
boy crawled out from the hole; talks about the soldiers seeing these children and not 
shooting them; comments on the length of the shooting; remembers the soldiers throwing 
dirt on the dead bodies; remembers witnessing an 80-year-old woman begging to be shot 
when still alive after the shooting; talks about the woman being shot and buried by a 
soldier.  
 
[01:] 15: 10:00 – [01:] 16:52:59 
 
He comments on the attitude of the local population; talks about the experiences of the 
old men who were in World War I; discusses having a Jewish commander during the war 
and remembers him commenting on the question of guilt.  
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[01:] 16: 53:00- [01:] 21:43:00 
 
He remembers the names of some Jews from his village (Greider, Nuser) and comments 
on their fate; speaks about the victims’ clothes being put in the cart; assumes that the 
clothes were being traded for alcohol; comments on the question of grief and sadness 
after these people’s death; says that the Jews in Valea lui Purice built a monument in 
memory of the victims who were buried in two common pits; discusses the kind of 
machine guns used by the Romanian soldiers; talks about the Soviet Union taking them to 
the army at Voicomat. 
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